8:30 – 8:55 a.m.  CHECK-IN and COFFEE

9:00 – 10:00 a.m.  Nanotechnology: The Big Science of the Very Small
 Christina Kulinowski
 Faculty Fellow, Chemistry
 CBEN Executive Director, Education & Policy
 Rice University

10:00 – 10:15 a.m.  COFFEE BREAK

10:15 – 11:15 a.m.  Sessions led by RUSMP Teacher Network Members

Mega Measuring
 Charlotte Jolivet
 Assistant Principal, Golfcrest Elementary, HISD
 Denece L. Leaser
 Media Center Manager, HISD

M^2 + T^2 = Magnificent Measurement with Tantalizing Tangrams
 Elaine Eaves
 Math Literacy Coach, HISD Northwest District

Math In Music: Why is it so hard to tune an instrument?
 Charlie Burrus
 Chavez High School, HISD

11:30 – 12:30 p.m.  LUNCH